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Responsive Layouts Are Here!

It's June 15th and as promised we have launched not one, but two responsive layout templates! Corporate Response
and the Free Vertex Version 2 template, are both built with optional responsive layouts. That's right, you get a totally free
responsive layout template this month in addition to our out of this world club template, Corporate Response!
Our Vertex 2 template framework has made responsive layouts a permanent feature here at Shape5 for all future
templates! We believe we have come up with the best possible responsive layout, with the most flexibility and ease of
use possible! Be sure to check out the demo of each template to see it all in action!
We have released a lot of very useful information this month as well to go along with our new Vertex 2 template
framework. Below we'll document everything for you in one consolidated area.
1. View the Corporate Response demo here
2. View the Free Vertex Template here
3. We have released a Vertex Framework guide, a Responsive Best Practice guide, and Version 2 Upgrade and
Changelog tutorial this month as well. They can all be downloaded from here.
Be sure to read over the changelog especially, to find out about the other exciting new features in Vertex 2 like our new
Info Slide script, a new Multibox script, file compression and much more!
4. If you are currently using our Free Vertex Version 1 template, you may want to consider upgrading it to the new
responsive layout. Find out more here.
5. Last, but not least, we will be launching our brand new Wordpress Vertex framework next week as well! This will bring
many new exciting themes to the Wordpress club, with many of the great features you've come to love in the Joomla
Vertex framework.

We hope you all enjoy the new features we've added this month! All of us at Shape5 are very excited about Vertex 2 and
the new responsive templates!
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